
Reactive corrector
Josef

Attraction ExtensionEngagement

Knowledge sharer
Yanko

Outlook
InteractChoose

Notices the edit button while reading. Clicks it, realizes anyone
can edit, explores interface, but doesn't try to edit.

Years later, sees outdated information in an articl on a German
town and wants to fix it because he has visited there.

Anonymously edits with visual editor and finds it pretty easy. Registers and makes edits of increasing difficulty
on science and history topics he knows well.

A section of an article he edited is tagged as not sourced
properly, but he doesn't know what that means.

Becomes more involved in the editing community, participating
in discussions an correcting other editors' contributions.From the tag discovers the talk page where another editor directs him

to the citation policy. Leans how to correct his edit from the policy.

Try
Continues to edit. Someone
modifies a table he created, and
he's happy that they improved it.

Try OutlookInteractChoose

Fixes the minor factual error by using
visual editor, with no problem.

Continues reading related articles and
doesn't try to edit again for a long time.

Receives an email notifying him of a welcome message put on his user page. Dismisses it as from a bot. Continues to see other mistakes or gaps in information, but edits only when the fixes are easy.
Several monthas later, sees another inaccuracy on an article about a
political party, and corrects it quickly with the visual editor.

Reading article on Moravian empire, sees a blatant mistake, knows he can fix it
because he just finished two books on the subject.

Registers an account, because he thinks
he has to have an account to edit.

Progressive pathways
to editing

7. New editors benefit from
progressive learning.

9. New editors have trouble
discovering and using editing tools.

Progressive pathways
to editing

Conceptual understanding
of Wikipedia

7. New editors benefit from
progressive learning.

9. New editors have trouble
discovering and using editing tools.

5. New editors are confused about
how Wikipedia works and
separated from its community.

8. New editors struggle with
Wikipedia policies.

Conceptual understanding
of Wikipedia

5. New editors are confused
about how Wikipedia works and
separated from its community.

8. New editors struggle with
Wikipedia policies.

Surface impact of the initial
successful edits

Editors making their initial successful edit can
be notified that their edit has been part of an
article that got a certain number of views and
other editors have improved since.
Encouraging the editor to keep editing, but
also understanding how Wikipedia works by
illustrating it on the edit they just did.

Currently communication happens when
things fail, communicating when users
succeed can be a motivator.

Pau

sketch or link/s

Social Changer
Jae-Hee

Reactive corrector
Josef

Box checker
Mina

I really like
this idea -

Sati

I like this
idea! (MC)

"Template added by" line

This is a new line of text added to every
clean-up template, that is filled out
automatically. It would connect the
template to a user, and also offer an
immediate chance to contact the user
and talk about the problem the template
is highlighting. When the user clicks on
"talk about this", it takes them to the
user's talk page, and automatically adds
the subject to the message.

María

This article is on fire!
The article is on fire because it has inflammatory
language. Please refer to Wikipedia:Style guide to
get guidelines.

Template added by Macruzbar. Talk about this.

Social Changer
Jae-Hee

Reactive corrector
Josef

Box checker
Mina

Audience builder
Gong-Yoo

Signed Templates
* Users believe that templates are assigned by machines, and find this
distressing.
* Create templates that encourage the assigner to include her username and info
about how to respond. (Unless this happens already on a corresponding Talk
page message?)

Joe

Social Changer
Jae-Hee

Reactive corrector
Josef

Box checker
Mina

Audience builder
Gong-Yoo

Typical article template

Wikipédia:Atelier
graphique/Projet de
nouvelle charte
graphique/Articles/Bandeau
x/test - Wikipédia

Wikipédia:Atelier graphique� |
Projet de nouvelle charte
graphique� | Articles� | Bandeaux

Benoît: an idea to have
in-context templates has
been drafted on fr.wp.

Those templates would
have bullet points you

can expend to have more
information and how to

solve the problem.

Suggest tasks for gradual training
of new editors

New editors can benefit for starting from
simple tasks and iteratively taking new
challenges. We can avoid editors to start with
too ambitious tasks, and use simple tasks to
introduce the key editing concepts.

Providing users with suggestions of tasks that
are apt according to their level of expertise
and interests can help to lower the perceived
difficulty barriers and help them evolve to
become more experienced editors.

Pau

sketch or link/s

Social Changer
Jae-Hee

Reactive corrector
Josef

Follow-up suggestions after a
contribution

After completing a contribution, users can be
provided a few options to do a follow-up
contribution. In this way, the user is encouraged to
make contributions related to the key concepts,
learning about them as they are applied.

Users accepting the follow-up suggestion will be
guided to the editing view where specific guidance
and information can be provided for them to
complete the edit, and understand why the key
concept is important.

Pau

In context edit comments and dialog
Many templates are  not actionable; "Needs cleanup" doesn't provide specific direction.
Google-docs style commenting would enable curators and patrollers to provide specific
feedback on detailed places within an article and promote collaboration

Could also add links to policy, or links to discussions about policies.

think carefully about social dynamics and safetycurate social cred... curators / patrollers
need social cred to be able to edit in contex.
(up-voting and rewards for)

Sati , Joe, Abbey

also
applicable
to 7 and 9

careful to address
the issue of taking
too much time of

curators, patrollers
and mentors

Social Changer
Jae-Hee

Reactive corrector
Josef

Box checker
Mina

Audience builder
Gong-Yoo

Working area to improve and get
help

A reverted contribution can be perceived by
the original author as work being thrown to
the trash, which can be demotivating.
Providing an intermediate working area
where low-quality edits can go to improve
may provide a more positive message.

Connecting such area with mechanisms for
diagnosing, help material and the help of
more experienced editors, can be useful for
new editors to learn how to make better
contributions.

Self-assessment for initial
contributions

Pau

After completing a contribution and
before it gets public, a new editor is
asked to check how well the contribution
aligns with the core principles.

Editors are allowed to publish anyway, but
surfacing the core principles and letting
them know that aligning to them is
important will help them to understand
these principles and apply them.

sketch or link/s

Pau

sketch or link/s

I really like
this idea. -

ADS
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Box checker
Mina
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I like this
idea! (MC)

I like this
(James)

Follow-up suggestions after a
contribution

After completing a contribution, users can be
provided a few options to do a follow-up
contribution. In this way, the user is encouraged to
make contributions related to the key concepts,
learning about them as they are applied.

Users accepting the follow-up suggestion will be
guided to the editing view where specific guidance
and information can be provided for them to
complete the edit, and understand why the key
concept is important.

Pau

sketch or link/s

Getting Started Box
(with progress guage)
 * With links to key Help topics,
prominently displayed
somewhere on the edit page for
newcomers.
* It could actually be phrased in
terms of “Key concepts for
Wikipedia beginners.” When the
user clicks on one, it presents
them as “complete.”
* In combination with Contextual
Help, to handle no-context
situations like the Edit page.

Joe

Example from Twitter

Social Changer
Jae-Hee

Reactive corrector
Josef

Box checker
Mina

Audience builder
Gong-Yoo

Love this!
(MC)

Amir: Some criticism against Flow
was that one cannot use it the
same way you use a usual talk

page to play with syntax, templates,
etc., and to teach newbies to do it.

Perhaps this can also serveas a
solution to that.

* On the Home page and articles.
* Educating about editorship in general but also about core
concepts.
* Underline the benefits of contributing, based on the personas.
“Share your knowledge!” “Be a part of our knowledge posse!”
“Small contributions make a big difference!”
* I'm sure there are barriers to overcome, but this seems
reasonable. And if we target newbies only, then experienced
editors won't complain.

Joe

Site Messaging Aimed at Newbies

WMDE and several other affiliates have done this with very
mixed success (its also super high overhead:

https://docs.google.com/presentation/d/12-Wd11vlzW5N6do2
QvlH6njp1JqszqAnbUvZH3SdZZE/edit?usp=sharing ADS

Surface the number of
contributors as an invite

Surfacing the number of users that participated
to create our content can help to visibilize the
community behind our projects and make
potential editors interested in joining.

Pau

sketch or link/s

Micromoderation

After users have edited some,
given them an opportunity to do
small, straightforward moderation
tasks (e.g. "is this image a
selfie/does it have encyclopedic
value?"). Action is only taken
when several micromoderators
agree. Helps with simple
moderation tasks and also
teaches about concepts
("Commons is for photos with
encyclopedic value."

Neil, Rita

Reach out to editors who stopped
editing
We need to know more about retired editors.
How can we collect/use this information in an
‘intelligent’ way (how could we know if they had a
bad experience and left or left for some other
reason? Does it matter?)? Perhaps a Module we
send out to people who made a few edits and
then stopped.  Where to send? (email, talkpage,
notification).  What would be in the message?
("You haven't edited in a while. Was it because
[...]?" multiple-choice tree.)

Daisy, Nick

https://meta.wikimedi
a.org/wiki/Research:
Necromancy

Invite to create an account after
editing anonymously

Surfacing that you can create an account, that
it does not require personal info (pseudonym is
fine) and introducing the benefits of belonging
to a community, can encourage users to
participate in a better way.

Pau

Social Changer
Jae-Hee

Reactive corrector
Josef

Box checker
Mina

This could be specially
targeted at fact-checkers,
asking them if they'd like

to check facts on a
suggested article (MC)

Rita

Get experienced editors to send a
self-written note to a new editor

It's common on Wikipedia to send welcome
templates. I heard that some new  editors find
them helpful thanks to links to policies and
help pages, but they aren't personal. It can be
better to prompt experienced users to write
something of their own to welcome the new
user and specifically acknowledge the new
user's first contribution(s). Some experienced
users do it, but it's not consistent. This is
similar to Pau's "surface impact" suggestion,
but with emphasis on something manually
written, and on engaging experienced users.
Amir

Social Changer
Jae-Hee

Reactive corrector
Josef

Social Changer
Jae-Hee

Reactive corrector
Josef

Micro-contributions

NEW

Small tasks that could be done by casual editors or
readers that support editor work. For example, on Android
we are allowing adding wikidata descriptions on articles.
Other proposed 'entry level' micro contributions:
- Add images to geo-tagged articles nearby without
images
- Adding pronunciation files for article names
- Short one-question 'quiz' at end of articles for WikiGrok
or Wikilabels
More details:
https://www.mediawiki.org/wiki/Reading/Readers_contribu
tions_via_Android

Box checker
Mina

Amir: Micro contributions
are especially good for
the reactive corrector. If

done well, this can
convert them into a

knowledge sharer, or at
least a very efficient
reactive corrector.

Micro contributions are
especially good for the

reactive corrector. If done
well, this can convert

them into a knowledge
sharer, or at least a very

efficient reactive
corrector.

Amir: These shouldn't be
templates at all. These should
be real software features, with

real article metadata.These
pieces of metadata can be

appropriately attributed
automatically.

Adjust messaging to sound more
personal

Make initial communications with new editors to look more personal and
relevant, and less robot-like.

Pau

Social Changer
Jae-Hee

Reactive corrector
Josef

Box checker
Mina

* On the Home page and articles.
* Educating about editorship in general but also about core
concepts.
* Underline the benefits of contributing, based on the personas.
“Share your knowledge!” “Be a part of our knowledge posse!”
“Small contributions make a big difference!”
* I'm sure there are barriers to overcome, but this seems
reasonable. And if we target newbies only, then experienced
editors won't complain.

Joe

Site Messaging Aimed at Newbies

WMDE and several other affiliates have done this with
very mixed success (its also super high overhead:

https://docs.google.com/presentation/d/12-Wd11vlzW5N6
do2QvlH6njp1JqszqAnbUvZH3SdZZE/edit?usp=sharing

ADS

Get people to mark possible
mistakes semantically, and ask
reactive correctors to fix them
Currently there's no uniform semantic way to
mark that something is a mistake. There is
{{dubious}}, etc., but it's not uniform. A semantic
mark could be surfaced to other editors who
would correct it, or remove the suspect section
entirely. This was they won't run into mistakes
randomly, but will be engaged more
systematically.

NEW

Amir

Social Changer
Jae-Hee

Reactive corrector
Josef

Ask for the user intent before
contributing

Asking new editors to describe their intent
before contributing allows to surface relevant
help and guidance for them.
The intent description can help the contributor,
but also the reviewers since it can prefill
requests for help or the edit summary of the
contribution.

Box checker
Mina
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NEW
Suggest to edit based on your real
life activities (such as places visited)

Ask editors to provide information on content
based on where they are, current events that
may be going on in their area, etc.

Pau
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Reactive corrector
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Box checker
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NEW

Train the understanding of policies
by reviewing "fake" example edits

Ask editors to review some example edits to decide whether they comply
with the key policies such as verifiability.

Initially edits are fake edits that allow to present relevant examples and
know whether the editor did well.

Pau

Social Changer
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Reactive corrector
Josef

Box checker
Mina

Reactive Corrector

NEW

Ask new user what is their
interest when registering a new
account
When creating a new account, the user is
presented with a series of options to contribute on
Wikipedia: check or update facts, expand existing
articles, create new articles, wikify, add images,
other

Then the user has a list of suggestions for articles
they could work on every time they log in.

María

Nick: +1. Related to
WikiProject ideas,

and to
Userbox/Userpage

ideas.

NEW

Notification on Wiki encouraging
user to contribute in other ways

When the user logs in to make an edit, they
see a message or notification in their inbox
that talks specifically about their type of edit,
and encourages them to contribute in other
ways as well.

Something like: "Hi! We noticed you usually
correct facts on Wikipedia. We really
appreciate this. If you'd like to contribute to
quality of articles in other ways, click here."

María

sketch or link/s

NEW
Wiki Mentorship Program

New editors are paired with experienced editors when
they join Wikipedia. This could be done through a
platform, monitored by volunteers.

Mentor and mentee meet regularly online to chat, and
the mentor is responsible for overviewing the articles
or edits created by their mentee, pointing to policies
and explaining when necessary.

The mentee eventually graduates, and can become a
mentor in turn.

María
Amir: (Maria mentioned that she heard

something similar in Mozilla.) I was
involved for some time with Mozilla, and I

was assigned to be a mentor. It wasn't
very bad, but not perfect either. There was

much more bureaucracy and pressure
around being a mentor than there should
have been. So it can work, but it must not

have too much structure.


